Before

Top 3 reasons to replace your existing
skylight when you reroof
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Save Money

It will be more affordable replacing your skylight when the roofer is already on-site so that
all your labour fees are reduced into one project.

Coinciding Warranties

Why not ensure that both your roof and skylight warranties are identical. Eliminate the
hassle of multiple dates and invoices.
VELUX “No Leak” Skylight is the only skylight to offer 3 layers of protection for a leak-proof
skylight and is backed by an industry leading skylight warranty.
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Improve Home Ventilation

Replacing your fixed or manual venting skylight to a remote controlled opening skylight just
got easier. VELUX offers a Solar Powered Venting Skylight that is easy to operate with a
touchscreen remote. The unit also comes with an integrated rain sensor to close in case of
inclement weather.

Why VELUXThe No Leak Skylight ?
™

Designed
and tested
for the
Canadian
Climate

Enjoy comfort, a view, fresh air and the No Leak Promise.
Installation is the most important process in the No Leak, No Worries promise.
The Deck Mount Skylight

Our Deck Mount skylight has superior waterproof technology, a low profile for
enhanced aesthetics and is energy efficient. It is the only skylight to provide a
direct seal to the roof deck.

Features 3 Layers of Water Protection
1

Pre-attached deck seal provides seal between the frame and roof deck
for a leak-proof installation.
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Adhesive underlayment for secondary water protection against the
harshest Canadian weather.
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Engineered flashing for easy installation and primary water protection.

The Curb Mount Skylight

The VELUX Curb Mount skylight is unlike any other curb mount on the market
and is the best choice for replacement skylights and low slope roofs.

Features 3 Layers of Water Protection
1

Adhesive underlayment for secondary water protection and to water
proof the curb.

2

Engineered flashing for easy installation and primary water protection.
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Curb gasket on the inner frame of the skylights that provides an airtight
seal to the curb.
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